SeaDwarf® Seashore Paspalum requires up to 50% less water than Bermuda varieties. It can be irrigated with a wide range of water quality. Alternative water sources such as effluent, reclaimed or brackish may be used as an irrigation source. Weeds can be treated with table salt, and SeaDwarf® has reduced nitrogen requirements – meaning less fertilization and less nitrogen run-off.

SeaDwarf® is a warm season turfgrass that has virtually no grain, putts true and creates a tee-to-green playing surface that is tournament-ready. Highly regarded by superintendents, touring professionals and architects alike, SeaDwarf® golf courses look so good that leading golf associations have said SeaDwarf® has the ‘Wow’ factor.

Learn more about SeaDwarf® Seashore Pasplum by visiting www.environmentalturf.com. SeaDwarf® is available exclusively through Environmental Turf and our network of Licensed Growers.